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Abstract 

U.S. state targets on clean energy has accelerated in amounts and ambitions within the last few years. This 

is expected to bring increased amounts of variable renewable energy into the U.S. energy system, 

subsequently leading to a need for flexible assets in the electricity grid. District energy systems have a 

proven ability to contribute to renewable energy integration and is thus a relevant sector include the energy 

system transition. District energy systems are often deployed at university campuses, which increasingly also 

demonstrate ambitious targets regarding energy and climate. Since flexibility in the interface between district 

energy and the electricity system can be hindered, I explore the barriers to such flexibility using a taxonomy 

developed for the purpose. The results show that the taxonomy is useful for identifying barriers, among 

which limitation in generating to the electric grid is among the most prominent. Flexibility in consumption is 

more widely applied. 

 

Abbreviations 

DE: District energy 

DE-ESI: district energy-electricity system interface  

ESCO: Energy service company 

GHG: Greenhouse gas 

NEITG: Non-electricity interfaced thermal generator (typically a natural gas/biomass boiler for heating or 

chiller for cooling). The term is used to encompass cooling and to exclude electric boilers. 

NYISO: New York ISO  

PtH/C: power-to-heat/cooling 

TS: Thermal storage 

U.S.: United States 

USD: U.S. dollars  

U-: University 

VRE: Variable renewable energy 

  



 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Despite, or possibly because of, the federal reduction in ambitions on climate change action, including the 

withdrawal from the Paris Agreement [1], the United States (U.S.) has seen an increase [2,3] in state targets 

on clean energy within recent years (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 Clean energy commitments in U.S. states. Illustration and data by World Resources Institute [3]. 

 

Meeting such targets can lead to increased deployment of variable renewable energy (VRE) and a 

subsequent need for more coupling among energy sectors, such as electricity, heating and cooling [4], and 

increased need for flexibility [5] – in summary: smart energy systems [6]. 

The thermal sector, heating and cooling, is relevant in achieving such integration among energy sectors 

[7,8]. In the thermal sector, district energy (DE) systems supply local demands of heating, cooling and 

possibly electricity [9]. DE systems with electricity generation are supplied by combined heat and power 

plants (CHP). The U.S. Department of Energy’s Combined Heat and Power Installation Database [10] counts 

4 571 U.S. CHP systems as of January 2020 1 - see Figure 2.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                
1 Some have been verified decades ago. 3 524 plants have been verified 2005 or later.  
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Figure 2 Overview of registered U.S. CHP plants. Own illustration, based on data from U.S. Department of 

Energy [10]. 

  

Compared to Europe (2 EJ district heating in 2014 [11]), U.S. district heating and cooling deployment (0.6 EJ 

[12] in 2012) is comparatively small, but not insignificant. The US has no policies for renewable heat at the 

federal level, while there are examples on state level [13]. 

Research by both Rocky Mountain Institute [14] and The Regulatory Assistance Project [15] has shown that 

residential electrification of heating in U.S. is economically attractive, reduces fossil fuel use and enables 

better electric grid management, but no studies have been identified regarding the electrification of U.S. DE 

systems more broadly, although the expected benefits are similar. Pensini et al. [16] analysed various DE 

configurations in a U.S. case, and found that a heat pump-based system was most efficient on cost and 

natural gas consumption. Konidena et al. [17] explored the interrelation between microgrids (including DE 

systems) and the surrounding electric grid and found that such systems can offer services to the surrounding 

grid – and vice versa. Sneum [9] (under review as of April 2020) proposed a taxonomy for barriers to 

flexibility in the interface between DE and the electricity system, but did not apply this against real-world 

systems. This study does exactly that, whereby existing research is expanded on two fronts. First, the 

applicability of Sneum’s taxonomy is tested. Second, the cases analysed provides insight into barriers to 

flexibility faced by U.S. DE systems. 

 

1.1 Problem formulation and research question 

While the theoretical foundation for identifying barriers to flexibility in the DE-electricity system interface (DE-

ESI) has been demonstrated by Sneum [9], the method has not been applied in practice on concrete cases. 

The academically based research question therefor is 

 

Is Sneum’s taxonomy on barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI applicable as a tool for identifying 

barriers in real-world cases? 

 



 

 

 

The cases chosen to answer the first research question is motivated by Dragoon and Papaefthymiou [18] 

stating that ‘District heating and cooling systems with thermal storage such as the ones existing in […] 

university campuses represent largely untapped sources of demand side energy storage in many areas of 

the world.’ In U.S. 280 college and university systems are registered with a total capacity of 2 582 MWEL 

(0.2% of U.S. total capacity – total U.S. CHP capacity: 7.4%) [10]. This CHP capacity is part of DE systems 

which have supplied university campuses with energy for decades, even a century in e.g. the old Ivy League 

universities. As exemplified in Figure 3 and noted by Malskær [19], several U.S. universities have set 

ambitious goals on renewable energy or climate.  

 

Figure 3 Selection of U.S. university clean energy and climate commitments. The selection is not equivalent 

to the universities in this study. Own illustration. 

 

Using Sneum’s [9] taxonomy for exploring barriers to flexibility in the district energy-electricity system 

interface (DE-ESI), framework conditions are studied in 10 university campus DE systems in 72 states. Such 

systems are comparable regarding energy needs and services provided, but are operating under different 

framework conditions, such as regulatory regimes.  

As seen in Figure 4, the share of VRE in the studied and selected neighbouring states is mixed, with the 

major penetrations in Maine and Vermont. Increased penetration of VRE has for the system operator New 

York ISO (NYISO) and other areas in U.S., been projected to result in increased price variability and 

increase in the amount of hours where prices are lower than $5/MWh (NYISO: 2-11% of hours, depending 

on scenario) [20]. At the same time, the system operator ISO-New England explores ways to maintain 

dispatchable capacity during winter periods [21]. Batteries are planned for virtual power plants in New 

Hampshire [22]. Along with the state- and university goals, these and similar needs may benefit from flexible 

DE.  

                                                                                                                                                                                
2 Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and Vermont 
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Figure 4 Solar and wind penetration measured as shares of total state electricity generation. Based on data 

from Berkeley Lab [23,24]. 

 

Therefore, the case-specific research question is 

 

Which barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI can be identified in U.S. DE systems, and what are 

the implications of these barriers? 

 

The analysis is relevant for plant managers and authorities (concrete experiences among the surveyed DE 

systems and measures to address barriers) as well as academia (the application and usefulness of the 

taxonomy). 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Taxonomy of barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI 

The definition of flexibility in the DE-ESI applied in this study, adheres to the description given by Sneum et 

al. [25]: DE with thermal storage (TS) can respond flexibly to electricity price or other signals, by shifting 

between generating technologies. E.g. PtH/C can utilise low prices by consuming electricity; CHP can utilise 

high prices by producing electricity; and TS and a non-electricity interfaced thermal generator (NEITG – 

typically a boiler) can fill the gaps in the remaining periods. Barriers are defined as framework conditions that 

hinder this way of operation. Sneum [9] provides a detailed description of barriers. 

As a way to gain insight into the framework conditions for flexibility in the DE-ESI, Sneum [9] developed the 

taxonomy shown below (Table 1 – hereafter ‘the taxonomy’). The taxonomy is based in a review of literature, 

while the present study marks the first application of the taxonomy in a concrete context. 



 

 

 

With nine categories and 40 barriers (see Sneum [9] for a detailed description), the taxonomy is intended to 

encompass a broad range of issues in different contexts. The intention with applying the taxonomy in this 

study is not to identify the full set of 40 barriers, but rather to identify ‘hotspots’ – areas that in the specific 

case of U.S. campus DE systems can be addressed to improve flexibility in the DE-ESI.  

The column ‘Tech. type’ describes which technologies that are affected by the barrier. ‘Proj. life cycle’ 

describes where in the life cycle of a DE project the barrier has its primary impact (it may additionally have 

impact in several other parts). ‘Level of origin’ describes wherefrom the barrier arises. All are described in the 

caption text of Table 1. The term ‘electricity grid tariffs’ applied here is equivalent to ‘rates’, which is more 

frequently applied in U.S. terminology. 

 

Table 1 Sneum’s [9] taxonomy of barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI. Project life cycle: 1 (Requirements 

specification), 2 (Scoping), 3 (Feasibility study), 4 (Tendering, construction and permitting), 5 (Operation). 

Level of origin: 1 (Service and technology providers), 2 (Plant), 3 (Local), 4 (Regional), 5 (National), 6 

(International). 

Category Sub-category Barrier name # Tech. type Proj. 

life 

cycle 

Level 

of 

origin 

Operational 

signalling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dispatch 

signals 

 

Absence of signal-providing scheme 1 cogen + PtH/C 5 4-6 

Electricity market: Absence of flexibility-need 

(involatile prices) 2 cogen + PtH/C 5 4-6 

Electricity market: Fixed electricity prices 3 cogen 5 4+5 

Physical vs. financial dispatch: Must-run operation 4 cogen + PtH/C 5 3-5 

Operational 

taxes and 

subsidies 

 

Operational taxes on flexible DE 5 cogen + PtH/C 5 4+5 

Favourable operational taxes on NEITG 6 NEITG 5 4+5 

Inflexible operational subsidies for flexible DE 7 cogen + PtH/C 5 4+5 

Operational subsidies for NEITG 8 NEITG 5 4+5 

Electricity grid 

tariffs 

Electricity grid tariffs 

9 cogen + PtH/C 5 3-5 

Signal related 

standards and 

procedures 

 

Barriers for entry into signal-providing schemes 10 cogen + PtH/C 5 4+5 

Barriers for operation in signal-providing schemes  

11 cogen + PtH/C 5 4+5 

Investment 

 

 

 

 

 

Investment subsidies for NEITG 12 NEITG 2+3 4+5 

Limitations in capital for flexible DE 13 cogen + PtH/C 2+3 2 

High risk premium for financing flexible DE 14 cogen + PtH/C 2+3 2 

Internal limitations from pay-back time and internal 

rate of return/discount rate requirements 15 cogen + PtH/C 2+3 2 

Externally imposed limitations from regulated rate of 

return 16 cogen + PtH/C 2+3 5 

Permitting 

 

 

 

Technology bans and mandates 17 cogen + PtH/C 2+3 3-5 

Inadequate legal framework for evaluation of DE 

projects  18 cogen + PtH/C 2+3 3-5 

Friction in the permitting process 19 cogen + PtH/C 4 3-5 

Ownership 

 

Tax- and ownership regulation disincentivising grid 

integration 20 cogen + PtH/C 5 5 

DE technology conditions 

 

Limitations in adjustability, ramping and lead time 21 cogen + PtH/C 5 2 

High technological cost 22 cogen + PtH/C 2+3 1 
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High business process costs 23 cogen + PtH/C 2+3 2 

Low supply chain maturity 24 cogen + PtH/C 2-5 1 

Limitations in control and visibility  25 cogen + PtH/C 5 1, 4-6 

High-temperature systems 26 PtH/C  + TS 5 2 

Grid access 

 

 

High grid-connection cost 27 cogen + PtH/C 2+3 3-5 

Limiting grid codes 28 cogen + PtH/C 5 4-6 

Limiting grid capacity  29 cogen + PtH/C 2+3 3 

Physical environment Limited access to energy sources 30 cogen + PtH/C 2+3 3 

Land availability 

31 

cogen + PtH/C + 

TS 2+3 3 

Bounded rationality 

 

 

 

Limitations from organisational bounded rationality 

32 cogen + PtH/C 

1, 2, 

3+5 2 

Limitations from community bounded rationality 33 cogen + PtH/C 3+4 3 

Limitations from authority bounded rationality 34 cogen + PtH/C 2-5 4+5 

Limitations from individual plant staff's bounded 

rationality 35 cogen + PtH/C 

1, 2, 

3+5 2 

Acceptance 

 

 

 

Limitations from organisational acceptance 36 cogen + PtH/C 2-5 2 

Limitations from community acceptance 37 cogen + PtH/C 3+4 3 

Limitations from authority acceptance 38 cogen + PtH/C 2-5 4+5 

Limitations from incumbent acceptance 39 cogen + PtH/C 2-5 3-5 

Limitations from individual plant staff's acceptance 

40 cogen + PtH/C 

1, 2, 

3+5 2 

 

2.2 Plant manager interviews and verification of results 

This study is based in semi-structured interviews, conducted with plant managers of ten different university 

campus DE systems in the spring of 2018. Nine interviews were conducted in person; one by phone. The 

simple interview guideline is seen in the appendix (Section 8), based on work by Sneum et al. [26] and 

Sandberg et al. [27]. As the attentive reader will notice, the guideline has common traits with the taxonomy, 

but is simpler. The reason is that the interviews were conducted before the taxonomy was finalised. To 

provide what Creswell [28] calls member checking, responses were subsequently filled into the structure of 

the taxonomy and disseminated to the respondents in December 2019 and January 2020 for verification of 

the findings. Several plant managers have requested anonymity, which has been granted to all respondents 

in this working paper. The list of universities in the study is seen in Table 2. 

  



 

 

 

Table 2 University profiles, including DE technologies and energy/climate targets. University names have all 

been anonymised and solely indicate the state in which the university is placed.  
# NAME Cogeneration 

(main fuel) 
Steam 
chillers 

Electric 
chillers 

Steam 
boiler 

PtH 
Energy/climate 

target 

1 U-Connecticut X  
(gas) 

X X X - X 

2 U-Massachusetts 1 X  
(gas) 

- X X - X 

3 U-Massachusetts 2 X  
(gas) 

X X X - X 

4 U-Massachusetts 3 X  
(gas) 

X X X - X 

5 U-New Hampshire X  
(No6 fuel oil) 

X X - - X 

6 U-New Jersey X  
(gas) 

X X X - X 

7 U-New York - X X X - X 

8 U-Pennsylvania 1 - X X X - X 

9 U-Pennsylvania 2 - X X - - X 

10 U-Vermont  X X X - X 

 

It is important to note that the findings from these interviews are the interviewees’ perceptions of the barriers. 

In other words, the perceived – not necessarily factual – existence of barriers. Whereas determining whether 

the barrier is actually present (e.g. by techno-economic analyses), perception is initially important since plant 

managers make decisions on investments and operational procedures, which affects flexibility in the DE-ESI. 

The issue of perception is discussed by Sovacool et al. [29] and applied in a similar fashion as here by 

Golove et al. [30]. Numbers in the headlines indicate barrier numbers in the taxonomy. 

 

3. Results 

This section presents the findings regarding the campus DE plant managers’ perceived barriers to flexibility 

in the DE-ESI. Identified barriers are briefly described, while broader interpretation is conducted in the 

discussion, section 4. 

 

3.1 Operational signalling 

1 - Absence of signal-providing scheme 

Nine of the surveyed plants (Vermont is the exception) are present in real-time power markets. None face 

signals for CO2-content, but three are looking into that (U-Connecticut, U-New Jersey and U-Massachusetts 

1). One (U-New Jersey) is generating into the grid, while five others optimises behind-the-meter with no 

export (U-Massachusetts 1, U-Massachusetts 2, U-Pennsylvania 2, U-Pennsylvania 1, U-Connecticut). 

Signals are received directly from the system operator or through an intermediary who does optimization of 

dispatch. Four (U-New Hampshire, U-Massachusetts 1, U-Connecticut, U-Pennsylvania 1) offers or are 

considering to offer capacity to the electricity market through an aggregator. 

 

2 - Electricity market: Absence of flexibility-need (involatile prices) 

U-Pennsylvania 2 (with no CHP capacity) finds that prices are consistently too low to drive shifts in dispatch, 

while this was the case before deregulation and full customer retail choice was introduced in 2000. 

Conversely, the U-Connecticut generates most consumed electricity on its natural gas CHP with little 

incentive to shift. This is explained by natural gas-driven New England power prices and the co-optimisation 

of thermal and electricity demand against internal energy supply. 
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3 - Electricity market: Fixed electricity prices 

U-New Hampshire faces fixed tariffs, while the U-Vermont faces time of use tariffs. The U-Connecticut faces 

take-or-pay contracts on electricity, incentivising use of electric chillers and thereby distorting the electricity 

price signal. 

 

4 - Physical vs. financial dispatch: Must-run operation 

Thermal load following is the prevalent form (U-New Hampshire, U-Massachusetts 1, U-Massachusetts 3, U-

Pennsylvania 2, U-Pennsylvania 1, U-Vermont). All systems apply a mix of technologies and energy sources, 

steam and electricity, to provide flexible dispatch according to economic signals and supply-security. Some 

(U-Massachusetts 3 + U-Massachusetts 2 + U-Connecticut) are growing into their capacities at peak days 

and thus need to expand existing capacity to have backup and flexibility. University electricity demand is 

perceived as too sensitive (e.g. supply for laboratories) to perform flexible response. Flexible response must 

thus be based in the DE plants. Some (U-New Jersey and U-Pennsylvania 2) apply thermal setback in 

buildings, i.e. ‘charging’ these in periods with excess capacity (typically night) and thereby minimise need for 

later production, e.g. during peaks. Such thermal inertia enables shifting of load in a few hours, but not for 

longer durations throughout the day. 

 

6 - Favourable operational taxes on NEITG 

Absence of taxation on biomass in all cases. Despite this, no biomass-based capacity is deployed (see 0). 

 

9 - Electricity grid tariffs 

Nine (U-New Hampshire, U-Massachusetts 1, U-New Jersey, U-New York, U-Massachusetts 2, U-

Massachusetts 3, U-Pennsylvania 2, U-Pennsylvania 1, U-Connecticut) face annually set capacity charge 

(also called (ratcheted) demand charge or standby charge - $/kW), charged by the system operator. The 

charge is based on university demand, when the system grid demand peaks. Similarly, the local utility 

applies capacity charges (U-New Hampshire, U-Massachusetts 1, U-Pennsylvania 2, U-Pennsylvania 1, U-

Vermont). As example from U-New Hampshire, the local utility applies capacity charges of 10-

$15/kW/month), charged based upon U-New Hampshire’s monthly peak demand with an 11 month ratchet 

clause. The ratchet clause defines the monthly tariff level that the university must pay, based on the highest 

measured demand within the last year. In both cases, the universities attempt to anticipate the grid peak and 

adjust consumption and production of electricity behind the meter. In one case (U-Massachusetts 1), the 

local utility applies a monthly set capacity charge in 15-minute windows in periods from 9 am to 8 pm. This 

induces a need to spread out the electricity demand – and a hesitance to introduce PtH/C, to avoid 

increased electricity load. 

 

10 - Barriers for entry into signal-providing schemes 

U-Massachusetts 2 stated that current interconnection agreement did not allow for export, but that a later 

revision will need to, due to deployment of new electric generation capacity. This was more perceived as an 

administrative necessity, than a barrier.  

 

3.2 Investment 

12 - Investment subsidies for NEITG 

Several plants are enrolled in capacity payment schemes (as described in 0), remunerating the electric 

capacity. Additionally, state schemes include Alternative Energy Portfolio and thermal credits, in both cases 

tradeable certificates in Massachusetts; energy efficiency subsidies and utility subsidies in Vermont; and 

tradeable thermal renewable energy certificates in in New Hampshire. These can provide a source of 



 

 

 

revenue. If these certificates are sold, the university will not be able to claim their contribution to e.g. 

university renewables-targets. 

 

13 - Limitations in capital for flexible DE 

The U-Vermont has limited access to capital for large investments. U-Massachusetts 3 is eligible to low-cost 

state loans, which do not count as debt on the balance sheet. U-New Hampshire is currently evaluating 

on/off balance sheet financing of new investments. In U-Massachusetts 1, U-Pennsylvania 2 and U-

Connecticut, DE systems are structured as internal retail suppliers. This enables financing on balance sheets 

through internal rates paid to local campus-utility responsible for the DE system. Access to capital is subject 

to the approval of the local customers – the individual schools at the university. U-Connecticut points out that 

the split in access to financing is not necessarily between public and private universities, but rather, between 

tuition driven versus endowment driven. The former may have less access to cash, and may therefore prefer 

cash flow-based financing, i.e. letting a third party finance, own and operate utility infrastructure. The model 

is known as an energy service company (ESCO), and not applied by any of the reviewed universities. 

 

14 - High risk premium for financing flexible DE 

U-Massachusetts 3 has some scepticism regarding ESCO models, since the subsequent performance of the 

contracted services, e.g. regarding savings, could become a dispute among the buyer and supplier. This 

uncertainty can be factored into the price of new projects, making them expensive. The university prefers the 

current alternative in Massachusetts: that investments are subject to standardised state agency audit of 

performance regarding reduced cost of projects. This reduce supplier risk and thereby cost.  

 

15 - Internal limitations from pay-back time and internal rate of return/discount rate requirements 

U-Pennsylvania 2 described that projects should usually pay back in less than 10 years, while this 

requirement be extended to approximately 20 years, if carbon reductions are shown as part of the project. 

 

3.3 Permitting 

17 - Technology bans and mandates 

U-Pennsylvania 2 noted that approvals for new infrastructure in densely populated areas can be problematic 

regarding visual- and emissions impacts. U-Vermont noted that electric heat is not allowed. 

 

19 - Friction in the permitting process 

U-Connecticut noted that friction can occur with utilities, since these have high experience in the area, have 

nearly unlimited time and are experts on the field; characteristics that the DE systems do not share. Further, 

it was noted that streamlined processes are not always present, especially for smaller utilities.  

 

3.4 Ownership 

20 - Tax- and ownership regulation disincentivising grid integration 

Generating to the grid and subsequently becoming a taxable entity is undesirable for U-Massachusetts 2, U-

Massachusetts 3, U-Pennsylvania 1 and U-Connecticut. U-New Hampshire has analysed the option and has 

decided against it. U-New Jersey is the only exemption.  
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3.5 DE technology conditions 

21 - Limitations in adjustability, ramping and lead time 

Optimisation behind the meter is conducted with all available technologies at U-New Hampshire, U-

Massachusetts 2, U-New Jersey. U-Pennsylvania 2 and U-Connecticut. This is applied in daily operation, but 

especially relevant during electricity peak periods, where switching to steam-chillers and, if possible, 

increased local electricity generation helps reduce electricity demand from the grid. Reliability and resilience 

of supply is a recurring motivation for the ability to switch between technologies, among all universities. 

Interruptible gas contracts at U-New Jersey and U-Massachusetts 2 also induces ability to switch between 

gas and oil combustion. In relation to this, the grid is highly utilised for imports by all, but not necessarily 

trusted to deliver stable supply. The U-Pennsylvania 1 and U-Vermont are the exceptions, since these are 

fully reliant on electricity import. The U-Connecticut perceives HPs as impractical due to low efficiency during 

low temperatures. Regarding CHP, U-Massachusetts 3 notes that gas turbine cycling might be an issue due 

to wear and tear. At the university in Connecticut, a previous CHP plant was less efficient. This made it more 

relevant to operate it flexibly than the current CHP, since grid imports more often made economic sense.  

 

22 - High technological cost 

U-Pennsylvania 2 is supplied by industrial excess heat at a lower cost than a potential self-owned CHP plant. 

This makes it the only one which owns the network, but not main generation assets. Conversion from steam 

to lower temperature systems are generally considered very costly (discussed further in High-temperature 

systems below). 

 

24 - Low supply chain maturity 

Regarding dispatch optimisation, experiences range from manual production estimates (U-Vermont) over in-

house developed software (U-Massachusetts 3), to external consultants and energy traders (U-

Massachusetts 2, U-New Jersey, U-New York). To estimate peak hours setting the rate for standby charges, 

curtailment service providers are used by U-New Hampshire, U-New Jersey, U-Massachusetts 1, U-New 

York, U-Massachusetts 2, U-Massachusetts 3, U-Pennsylvania 2, U-Pennsylvania 1 and U-Connecticut. The 

availability of consultancy services appears to be well-developed. U-Connecticut argues that the American 

consulting and engineering workforce has a shortage of electrical engineers, making it hard to find qualified 

staff for utilities and DE systems. This lack of engineers can result in friction in the interconnection process, 

due to lacking qualifications on both sides. 

 

25 - Limitations in control and visibility  

U-New Jersey is the sole DE system, which allows third party control of generation equipment (their energy 

trader), due to response to short term signals in ancillary services markets. Other types of communication 

between the DE systems and outside stakeholders such as demand-response schemes or system 

operators, involve phone calls, e-mail or text messages (U-New York, U-New Hampshire, U-Massachusetts 

2 and U-Pennsylvania 1). U-Vermont was enrolled in a demand-response scheme, but found it problematic 

that signals were given outside business hours where staff was not present to accommodate the requested 

change in electricity demand. With hundreds of individual electric accounts, city-integrated campuses like the 

U-Vermont can suffer from limited overview of internal consumption, hindering general visibility and control. 

 

26 - High-temperature systems 

All campuses have steam-based systems. All show a general interest in hot water conversion, and a 

conversion process has been initiated by three (U-New Hampshire, U-New Jersey and U-Massachusetts 3). 

U-Pennsylvania 1, U-Vermont and U-Connecticut estimates a transition to be too expensive. In the case for 

Connecticut, because the current system is not at its end of technical life. 



 

 

 

 

3.6 Grid access 

29 - Limiting grid capacity 

U-New Hampshire and U-Massachusetts 2 mention that systems are not set up for export, but it is not 

considered a major issue. 

 

3.7 Physical environment 

30 - Limited access to energy sources 

Natural gas supply is not available at U-New Hampshire, but otherwise this is not considered an issue.  

 

31 - Land availability 

Constrained land availability for TS is a recurring issue, noted by U-Massachusetts 1, U-Massachusetts 2, U-

Pennsylvania 1, U-Vermont and U-Connecticut. Regarding CHP, U-New Hampshire and U-Pennsylvania 2 

describes land constraints. In the former case, there may be opportunity for alternative placement away from 

the current DE system premises.  

 

3.8 Bounded rationality 

32 - Limitations from organisational bounded rationality 

U-Connecticut, U-New Jersey and U-Massachusetts 1 explore future options regarding environmental 

dispatch, thereby broadening their awareness and basis for decision. U-Pennsylvania 2 noted that the 

everyday logic of operation can be difficult to convey to top-level management. U-Pennsylvania 1 noted that 

the first priority is to minimise consumption, then perhaps to be flexible. This priority would require an insight 

into the risks and benefits. U-Connecticut made the point that under current conditions, the internal CHP 

capacity would already operate on full capacity during grid peaks. Thereby, there is no underutilised capacity 

at campus energy systems. Further, the economic incentive for exporting electricity has not been analysed, 

but is assumed to be limited. 

 

35 - Limitations from individual plant staff's bounded rationality 

There is a desire to build internal buy-in and knowledge regarding flexible operation responding to larger 

degree of signals, in U-Massachusetts 3 by developing own dispatch software; in U-Vermont by practising 

dispatch with fixed rates before entering more advanced operation. At U-Pennsylvania 2, lack of trust in the 

DE system’s optimization tools has resulted in occasional manual override, at one point resulting in damaged 

equipment. 

 

3.9 Acceptance 

36 - Limitations from organisational acceptance 

To maintain credit rating U-New Hampshire has earlier prioritised avoiding own financing of large 

investments in infrastructure. This lead to priority for external financing and operation. This position has been 

revised. The U-New York saw PPAs to be preferred in a case, where local gas-based generation was 

emitting more than the grid. The same is seen for the future at U-Massachusetts 1, opening for PtH/C. 

Conversely, priority for on-campus actions have resulted in less desire for PPA and similar arrangements at 

U-Massachusetts 3. At U-New Jersey, environmental dispatch has been proposed to top management, so 

far without success. At U-Vermont, it is argued that the grid supply already renewables-based (biomass and 

hydro), leading to little incentive for flexible operation to integrate RE. Generally, among the DE systems 

structured as local retailers, buy-in for new investments must be ensured from the consumers. Resilience 

and reliability is a key parameter among U-New Hampshire, U-Pennsylvania 2, U-Massachusetts 3, U-

Pennsylvania 1 and U-New Jersey. 
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37 - Limitations from community acceptance 

Barriers to social license to operate has been experienced at U-Massachusetts 3, where local community 

opposed the construction of new biomass capacity due to opposition against cutting down local trees. A 

similar opposition to biomass use has been voiced regarding biomass-based generation at U-New 

Hampshire.  

 

39 - Limitations from incumbent acceptance 

While they may previously have been obstructing entities, utilities are now met with understanding (U-

Massachusetts 3, U-New Jersey, U-Connecticut). In some cases even as proponents of DE (U-

Massachusetts 3). U-New Jersey points out that the utilities may need new incentive structures to enable 

increased DE participation. U-Connecticut made the point that deregulation in the north-eastern U.S. and 

phasing out of utility-owned generation helps. That said, there may still be utility staff opposing DE out of old 

habit.  

 

4. Discussion 

Out of a potential 40 barriers, 18 were identified in the study of U.S. campus DE plants (summarised in 

Appendix, section 8.2). In this section, I discuss the results regarding the identified barriers and their 

potential solutions.   

 

4.1 Receiving signals 

Apart from Vermont, all states have electricity markets, in which the DE systems could potentially be 

participating. All reviewed DE systems to some degree optimise behind the meter, i.e. manage electricity 

load and local generation to minimise import from the grid. The main motivation for doing so is to reduce 

system and local capacity charges, by managing local import of electricity during peak periods. Second, to 

participate in demand-response schemes, where local load management is rewarded. Third, because own 

generation is less costly than the rates charged for imports from the grid.  

 

4.2 Flexible electricity export and import  

A main finding, is that only one DE system was actively generating into the electricity grid. Under the current 

conditions, DE CHP is already running at full load when the grid is peaking. This means that there is limited 

opportunity for peak-period exports in DE systems with electricity generation capacity dimensioned for local 

electricity demand. University demand may not always peak simultaneously with the grid, which could open 

for electricity exports. Additionally, there may be value in flexible DE supply to local grids. Such local grids 

may benefit from DE generation capacity, and may not peak at the same time as the larger electricity 

system. Furthermore, ancillary services and periods outside peak may be relevant, provided that there is DE 

electricity capacity in excess of university demand. Since the infrastructure and experience is already in 

place, it may be relevant to install electric capacity exceeding the university demand, to enable a new 

revenue stream from the electricity market (as in U-New Jersey). This would have to be analysed on a case-

by-case basis. Whereas the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act previously required utilities to purchase 

CHP-based electricity at avoided cost, this was revised in 2005 for market-based electricity systems 

including ISO-New England, NYISO and PJM [31]. The CHPs are thus solely incentivised by market prices, 

except in the cases where they earn certificates (e.g. Massachusetts) for generation.  

On the demand side, two cases showed lack of incentive for non-peak shifting between respectively 

demand-sources and CHP and its alternatives. While this can be indicate a flexibility-saturated system, the 



 

 

 

local conditions (low-cost industrial excess heat and gas-based plant in gas-based electricity system) are the 

explanations. In the latter case, having a gas-based CHP in an electricity market dominated by gas-

generators results in correlation between gas and electricity prices. In turn, this means that the revenue of 

the DE CHP selling into the market is always less than cost paid for buying the same amount of electricity to 

satisfy local demand. This will be the case as long as retail rates are higher than market prices. If retail tariffs 

are fixed, market prices will sometimes be higher. In those (rare) cases, there is incentive to generate to the 

grid. Alternately, CHPs could be forced to operate on the market (optimisation behind the meter is 

prohibited). This would lead to a split into local thermal optimisation and electricity traded on the market, 

similar to the Nordics. This would increase overall costs for the university, but make the whole market more 

liquid and the system more efficient.  

Overall, electricity markets, if perceived as contestable markets, can be subject to hit and run entry (i.e. 

where entering and exiting the market is free), as discussed by Baumol [32]. Campus CHP capacity has 

exactly this characteristic, since this technology in many cases is already built. For that to happen, 

subsequent studies will need to clarify the details on New Jersey’s framework which allows feeding into grid. 

Such a design may then be expanded other states, to address the issue of becoming subject to utility 

regulation (and thereby taxation), which is undesirable for the non-profit and tax-exempt universities. 

 

4.3 Tariffs: barrier to PtH or just big post in the budget? 

Electricity grid tariffs were a recurring issue among the DE systems. These can make up considerable part of 

the budget and it is a natural focus, also beyond the scope of flexibility in the DE-ESI. In one case, hesitance 

to PtH was mentioned as this would add increasing electric local load. While capacity charges may be high 

and seen as a barrier to PtH/C, they appear not to be a practical problem since several plants already apply 

PtC in periods where peak capacity charges do not apply. Similar flexible operation of DE has been 

demonstrated regarding tariffs by elsewhere ([33] and [34]). Demand charges as faced by many DE systems, 

should acknowledge DE systems’ actual cost for the grid by reviewing their past track-record e.g. on outages 

and reliability [35].  

 

4.4 Money not a problem in steam systems; it is for hot water transition 

Whereas only few barriers were identified regarding investment, the issue surfaced regarding a potential 

conversion to hot water from steam. This indicates that the investment-questions were perceived under the 

assumption of existing plans and ambitions; not radically different technological setups. Conversion to hot 

water systems is a common desire among the plant managers. All perceive the significant cost as a barrier, 

some even dismiss it due to cost. This is thus a significant barrier to enabling use of hot water TS, HP and 

increased energy efficiency. 

Especially at end-of-life of existing steam networks, transition to hot water becomes relevant. To address the 

large up-front costs, efficiency- or emission-focused public subsidies can be justified [9]. Alternately, a 

stepwise approach, as applied in one of the universities’ hot water conversion, can be justified. Such smaller 

pilot projects can provide experience for DE systems as well as contractors.  

Pagliarini and Rainieri [36] have shown the economic and environmental benefit of campus-based DE 

system with TS, but further case specific studies would be needed to demonstrate feasibility of hot water 

conversion. Experience with TS already exists, since some of the DE systems apply thermal setback, which 

is essentially a thermal building inertia-based TS. So the concept of TS is well-known, whereas TS-

deployment is limited. 

 

4.5 Limited in space, not in resources or grid access 

Space for a potential TS is an issue brought up among universities in dense urban settings. A few mentioned 

the opportunity for ice storages, which is feasible through the medium of existing district cooling systems. 
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Cold storage has also received some media attention, more broadly [37,38]. Space requirement is a known 

issue regarding storage [39]. Regarding availability of energy sources, a notable absence is the focus on 

heat sources for HP. This may indicate a lack of focus on HP, since managers otherwise would be aware of 

the related challenges (Lund and Persson [40] have treated these).  

Notable among identified barriers was the almost complete absence of issues regarding grid access. While 

the interconnection process may include some friction, the only points brought up were the need for changes 

in local grid infrastructure, to enable export of electricity. 

Solutions: Integrate TS into new infrastructure projects. Improved overview of resources for HP can be 

gained by a mapping [9].   

 

4.6 Local control = Invisible DE system and invisible business process cost?  

Whereas no high business process costs were identified as barriers to flexibility, there appear to be 

considerable costs associated with local management of the DE dispatch. As indicated by a Danish balance 

responsible party, a single person manages the dispatch of 150 plants [41]. Concluding that the operation of 

the surveyed DE plants is inefficient would miss an important point: The focus on resilience and the priority 

for local control is very high among the plants. At the same time, it means that there is limited visibility and 

possibility for external control: only U-New Jersey allows its aggregator external control due to operation in 

ancillary services, where humans cannot be in the loop, due to very short timeframes. Other approaches 

include operators monitoring electricity prices and consultant-provided local servers optimizing operation, but 

with actual dispatch decided by operators.  

This priority for local control is understandable, when considering the high priority for resilience. The question 

is, if solutions exists that could satisfy both priorities. Techno-economic analyses of the individual cases 

could shed further light on this question.  

There is a fundamental difference between the 150 Danish plants mentioned above, and the U.S. DE 

systems. In Denmark, the plants optimize solely according to thermal demand, whereas the electricity is 

traded on the spot market. Conversely, the U.S. DE systems serve a thermal as well as electric load locally, 

whereby the optimization covers both needs. In complete and efficient markets, buyers and sellers exchange 

their goods leading to efficient allocation of goods. Since thermal generation and needs are by their physical 

nature local, these should be served locally. Conversely, electricity can be transported across long distances 

and could thereby be traded in the larger system. This is thus an argument for removing barriers to export of 

electricity, while still maintaining the possibility to serve local needs in the least cost (or least emissions) way 

of operation.  

 

4.7 Bounded rationality and acceptance: Resilience trumps flexibility 

There were few overall findings in these categories, except that resilience has high importance. A primary 

explanation of the absence of focus on flexibility is that it is a measure to achieve a target, rather than a 

target in itself. This is how it should be, since flexibility of flexibility’s sake risks leading to sub-optimisation. A 

secondary explanation is that any discussion of flexibility in the DE-ESI is likely to start at the plant manager-

level, since it relates to subjects on this decision-level: investment and operation. If it is not prioritised at plant 

manager level, it is unlikely that other parts of university management or the surrounding society will have 

priorities or knowledge on this subject. This focus on reliability in local supply is also reported by a CHP 

vendor, motivated by ‘cybersecurity, weather related reasons, or even grid congestion’ [42]. 

As argued by IEA [6] and IEA and NREL [47], flexibility is a subset of – or way to obtain – resilience and low-

carbon energy supply. Since both resilience and some variation of a low-carbon energy supply is prioritised 

at universities and their DE systems, flexibility is a relevant measure. Again, context-specific techno-

economic analyses could help expand the bounded rationality. And if relevant, also make it an acceptable 

solution among the stakeholders. 



 

 

 

 

4.8 Methodology and responses 

Answers provided (e.g. regarding financing) may apply to DE projects in general, rather than flexible DE 

specifically, since this was the frame of reference for the managers. They did not necessarily distinguish 

between flexible and inflexible technologies. Similarly, barriers may not have been identified due to lack of 

awareness of these among plant managers (e.g. due to lack of experience with flexible DE-projects). This 

appears to be the case regarding the general perception of ‘unproblematic funding, except for a hot water 

conversion’. Despite bounded rationality being a part of the taxonomy and the interview, the meta-problem 

arises that interviewees are themselves subject to bounded rationality.   

This indicates a shortcoming in the methodology of a semi-structured interview. Instead, a more inquisitive 

‘what if-approach’ could have defined concrete technological setups of flexible DE-ESI systems, including 

specific regulatory conditions, and asked plant managers to reflect specifically on these. Alternately, to 

approach the question from other angles through other stakeholders with different perspectives. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this working paper, I have treated two questions through case studies of U.S. DE systems. First, whether a 

taxonomy on barriers to flexibility in the DE-ESI is applicable in real-world cases: Out of the taxonomy’s 40 

barriers, 18 were identified among U.S. DE systems. Methodologically, the taxonomy was applied almost 

unchanged to survey responses from interviewees. This approach has two major shortcomings. First, the 

frame of reference among interviewees was DE, not flexible DE. Since flexible DE had not necessarily been 

explored by interviewees, and barriers therefore not experienced or thought about, this bounded rationality 

may potentially have omitted identification of barriers. Bounded rationality is one of the categories of the 

taxonomy. To mitigate this, additional stakeholders (consultants, policy-makers, industry experts) could be 

relevant supplements. Techno-economic analyses could further help identify discrepancies between 

perceived barriers and actual barriers. In summary, Sneum’s taxonomy is applicable, and will benefit from 

methods beyond surveying plant manager perceptions. 

The second research question addressed the concrete barriers and implications of these in U.S. DE 

systems. Access to a signal providing scheme in form of a market does generally not appear to be a 

hindrance. Even in Vermont without an electricity market, demand response schemes are present. The 

motivation for participating in a market is, on the other hand, limited to U-New Jersey. DE electric generation 

capacity is generally not dimensioned to allow export. On the consumption-side, there is broad experience 

with shifting according to prices, especially electricity grid tariffs. Regarding tariffs, these have considerable 

attention across the surveyed DE systems. Provided that these tariffs accommodate for the flexibility of DE 

systems, these are not necessarily a hindrance for especially PtH. Capital for investments is generally 

perceived to be available. The perception on availability of capital became more conservative, when 

conversion from steam to hot water was discussed. Such an investment was perceived to be in the scale of 

hundreds of millions USD with expected long payback. The findings indicate that DE systems are an 

underutilised flexibility-asset in the US energy system.  

A common solution is to bring perceptions from being estimates to informed choice. In practice by 

conducting techno-economic analyses of alternative scenarios in a manner, which take into account the 

benefits and costs of increased flexibility. Either for generic, but representative DE systems, or for an array of 

representative real DE systems.  
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8. Appendix 

8.1 Interview template 

Name   Institution   

 

     

Other Planning Financing Construction Operation  

Technical limitations Stability of 

investment climate 

Contractor's 

competence 

Marginal production 

costs (taxes, tariffs, 

subsidies) 

    

Management 

competence 

Grid connection Operator's 

competences 

    

Advisor's 

competences 

Advisor's 

competences 

Grid codes 

 

 

 

Communication with 

decision-makers 

Investment 

incentives 

Market rules 

    

Clear goals to invest 

from 

Technological (heat 

storage, limits in 

tech) 

  

Commodity prices 

 

 

8.2 Identified barriers 
Category Sub-category Barrier name # Barrier found 

Operational 
signalling 
 

Dispatch signals 
 

Absence of signal-providing scheme 1 U-Vermont 

Electricity market: Absence of flexibility-need (involatile 
prices) 

2 U-Pennsylvania 2 U-
Connecticut 

Electricity market: Fixed electricity prices 3 U-New Hampshire U-
Vermont  
U-Connecticut 

Physical vs. financial dispatch: Must-run operation 4 U-New Hampshire U-
Massachusetts 2 U-
Massachusetts 3  
U-Pennsylvania 1 
U-Pennsylvania 2 U-
Vermont 

Operational taxes 
and subsidies 
 

Operational taxes on flexible DE 5 - 

Favourable operational taxes on NEITG 6 All 



 

 

 

Inflexible operational subsidies for flexible DE 7 - 

Operational subsidies for NEITG 8 - 

Electricity grid 
tariffs 

Electricity grid tariffs 9 U-Massachusetts 1 

Signal-related 
standards and 
procedures 

Barriers for entry into signal-providing schemes 10 - 

Barriers for operation in signal-providing schemes  11 - 

Investment Investment subsidies for NEITG 12 U-Massachusetts 1 
U-Massachusetts 2 
U-Massachusetts 3  
U-Vermont 

Limitations in capital for flexible DE 13 - 

High risk premium for financing flexible DE 14 - 

Internal limitations from pay-back time and internal rate 
of return/discount rate requirements 

15 - 

Externally imposed limitations from regulated rate of 
return 

16 - 

Permitting 
 

Technology bans and mandates 17 U-Pennsylvania 2 

Inadequate legal framework for evaluation of DE projects  18 - 

Friction in the permitting process 19 - 

Ownership Tax- and ownership regulation disincentivising grid 
integration 

20 U-Massachusetts 2  
U-Massachusetts 3  
U-Pennsylvania 1  
U-Connecticut 

DE technology conditions Limitations in adjustability, ramping and lead time 21 - 

High technological cost 22 U-Pennsylvania 2 

High business process costs 23 - 

Low supply chain maturity 24 - 

Limitations in control and visibility  25 All 

High-temperature systems 26 All 

Grid access High grid-connection cost 27 - 

Limiting grid codes 28 - 

Limiting grid capacity  29 - 

Physical environment Limited access to energy sources 30 U-New Hampshire 

Land availability 31 U-Connecticut 
U-Massachusetts 2  
U-Massachusetts 3 
U-Pennsylvania 1 
U-Vermont  
U-Pennsylvania 2 

Bounded rationality Limitations from organisational bounded rationality 32 U-Pennsylvania 2  

Limitations from community bounded rationality 33 - 

Limitations from authority bounded rationality 34 - 

Limitations from individual plant staff's bounded 
rationality 

35 U-Pennsylvania 2 

Acceptance Limitations from organisational acceptance 36 U-New Jersey  
U-Vermont 

Limitations from community acceptance 37 U-Massachusetts 3 

Limitations from authority acceptance 38 - 

Limitations from incumbent acceptance 39 - 

Limitations from individual plant staff's acceptance 40 - 

 

 

 

 


